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Danganronpa: The Animation
A new illustrated edition of the classic book of golf advice first published in 1925. Foreword by Masters
and Ryder Cup legend Ian Woosnam. The advice found in Don'ts for Golfers was originally printed in
1925 and contains hundreds of snippets of entertaining, timeless and amusing advice for golfers of all
abilities. The content, ranging from technique and equipment to etiquette on the course, provides a
fascinating snapshot of life in early twentieth-century Britain. Advice includes: 'Don't irritate your
opponent by wearing jazzy colours. To dazzle his eyes with a multi-coloured pull-over or peacedisturbing golf stockings is to take a mean advantage.' 'Don't blame your clubs for faults of your own
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that may be easily corrected if you analyze your methods of using the implements.' 'Don't over-indulge
yourself in eating and drinking during the non-golfing days, and then expect to work off excess by "a
good game of Golf." You may play Golf of sorts, but it will not be a good game.' 'Don't make Golf your
sole topic of conversation. There are a few otherwise quite intelligent persons who are non-golfers. You
will never make converts if you bore non-players to distraction by for ever talking of the Royal and
Ancient Game.'

Black Clover, Vol. 1
Seirin’s made it to the Winter Cup! The team decides to take a break at a hot spring before the
tournament, but while there, they run into Aomine and Tooh Academy, who relate some shocking
information—for their first game, Seirin will face off against To-oh. Get ready for some thrilling ups and
downs as the tournament begins! -- VIZ Media

Haikyu!!, Vol. 38
The time has come for the secrets of the Uchiha to be told. What Sasuke finally finds out about his
family's damaged past will rock Naruto's former teammate to the core of his existence. Prepare for the
ultimate reveal. It's time to change the world of Naruto forever! -- VIZ Media

Mobile Suit Gundam Thunderbolt, Vol. 14
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From the co-creator of "Yuri!!! on Ice" comes a dramatic, funny time-traveling high school story about
what it means to cheer on a friend! What would you do if you had the chance to do everything Again?
Kinichiro isn't even that bad. It's just that on the first day of high school, his narrow eyes made him look
shifty, so people assumed he was trouble. Now it's graduation, and he's looking back on three years with
no friends. He never even joined a club. But after a bloody collision and an accidental fall, he wakes up
a high school freshman, with the chance to try it all over AGAIN!!

Toilet-bound Hanako-kun
A stunning blend of action-packed science fiction and love against the odds. Perfect for fans of the
DIVERGENT series. Noemi Vidal dreams of travelling through the stars one more time - but she is now
an outcast from her home planet of Genesis after a forbidden trip through the galaxy with Abel, the most
advanced cybernetic man ever created. But when a deadly plague arrives on Genesis, Noemi gets her
chance. As the only soldier to have ever left the planet, it will be up to her to save its peopleif only she
wasn't flying straight into a trap. On the run to avoid his depraved creator's clutches, Abel believes he's
said goodbye to Noemi for the last time. After all, the entire universe stands between themor so he
thinks. When word reaches him of Noemi's capture by the very person he's trying to escape, Abel knows
he must go to her, no matter the cost. But capturing Noemi was only part of Burton Mansfield's master
plan. In a race against time, Abel and Noemi will come together once more to discover a secret that
could save the known worlds, or destroy them all.
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Haikyu!!, Vol. 39
When studious Nariyuki tutors two supergeniuses who are total dunces in their favorite subjects, he’ll
get a crash course in love! Nariyuki Yuiga comes from an impoverished family, so he’s eager to secure
a full scholarship to college before he graduates high school. His principal agrees, with one
stipulation—he must tutor the two smartest girls at school and make sure they get into their target
colleges! Fumino Furuhashi is truly gifted when it comes to literature, but not so great when it comes to
the sciences…much to the disappointment of her father. Can they find common ground and repair their
relationship before it’s too late?

Haikyu!!, Vol. 40
Fast friends Yuna and Akari are complete opposites—Yuna is an idealist, while Akari is a realist. When
lady-killer Rio and the oblivious Kazuomi join their ranks, love and friendship become quite
complicated! -- VIZ Media

Natsume's Book of Friends
An epic story of war and survival set in the legendary Gundam universe! In the Universal Century year
0079, the space colony known as Side 3 proclaims independence as the Principality of Zeon and declares
war on the Earth Federation. One year later, they are locked in a fierce battle for the Thunderbolt Sector,
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an area of space scarred by the wreckage of destroyed colonies. The Nanyang Alliance desperately tries
to evacuate their Psycho Zakus from the Taal volcano base under intense pressure from the attacking
Federation forces. To cover the retreat, Daryl Lorenz and the members of his team try to hold off Io
Fleming and his unit. But this face-off was always going to come down to Io and Daryl, whose rivalry
has only intensified since they first dueled in the Thunderbolt Sector. Each will accept nothing less than
total destruction of the other, but victory always comes at a price…

Goblin Slayer, Vol. 1 (light novel)
Shoyo Hinata is out to prove that in volleyball you don't need to be tall to fly! Ever since he saw the
legendary player known as “the Little Giant” compete at the national volleyball finals, Shoyo Hinata has
been aiming to be the best volleyball player ever! Who says you need to be tall to play volleyball when
you can jump higher than anyone else? Kenma Kozume gives his all rally after rally, wishing that the
game would go on forever. But unfortunately, the longtime dream of Nekoma and Karasuno’s Dumpster
Battle on the national stage must come to an end. Who will win? Meanwhile, Kotaro Bokuto is getting
hyped up for his next game against one of the top three aces in the nation, Kiryu!

One-Punch Man
After graduating high school, Hinata books it all the way to Brazil to learn how to play beach volleyball
and improve his control and strength. While there, his efforts earn him the moniker “Ninja Shoyo,” and
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one day he’s approached by another player named Heitor, who is desperate to win his next match and
keep his sponsors. Will Hinata’s skills be enough to help his new partner? -- VIZ Media

Mob Psycho 100: Reigen
With the game between Kamomedai and Karasuno seesawing back and forth, Azumane is left feeling
guilty and useless with all his blocked shots. How will he get past Hirugami, who has learned how to
shrug off the pressure and stay calm no matter what? Karasuno’s ace comes to a quiet realization and
finally awakens to his true strength! -- VIZ Media

Haikyu!!, Vol. 14
A young priestess has formed her first adventuring party, but almost immediately they find themselves
in distress. It's the Goblin Slayer who comes to their rescue--a man who's dedicated his life to the
extermination of all goblins, by any means necessary. And when rumors of his feats begin to circulate,
there's no telling who might come calling next

Domestic Girlfriend 23
Shoyo Hinata is out to prove that in volleyball you don't need to be tall to fly! Ever since he saw the
legendary player known as “the Little Giant” compete at the national volleyball finals, Shoyo Hinata has
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been aiming to be the best volleyball player ever! Who says you need to be tall to play volleyball when
you can jump higher than anyone else? It’s the second game of Day 3, the roughest part of the whole
Spring Tournament schedule. Though Karasuno ran away with Set 2, Kamomedai’s focused, disciplined
blocking doesn’t budge an inch! Undeterred, Hinata keeps searching and searching for new ways to go
over top of that wall. And after all his efforts, disaster strikes!

Haikyu!!, Vol. 25
Hinata may not have been allowed to participate in the Miyagi Prefecture Rookie Camp, but he’s
determined to learn something from watching on the sidelines as a ball boy! Meanwhile, thanks to the
other players at the All-Japan Youth Camp, Kageyama is starting to worry about how he’s interacting
with his teammates! Then, with the Spring Tournament looming ever closer, Date Tech arrives at
Karasuno for a practice game! -- VIZ Media

Love Me, Love Me Not, Vol. 2
A new romance from Io Sakisaka, leading shojo manga creator and author of Ao Haru Ride! Fast friends
Yuna and Akari are complete opposites—Yuna is an idealist, while Akari is a realist. When lady-killer
Rio and the oblivious Kazuomi join their ranks, love and friendship become quite complicated! Love
and friendship have become quite complicated for these four friends. Yuna falls in love with Rio, but he
has feelings for Akari that he’s never been able to express. While Yuna keeps his secret, Akari makes a
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move on the person she’s interested in.

Haikyu!!, Vol. 18
Motivated by their heartbreaking loss to Aoba Johsai, Karasuno now works towards a new goal—the
Spring Tournament! The team gears up for a trip to Tokyo for a training camp with some of the top
teams in Tokyo, including Nekoma, but there’s something they need to do firstpass their finals! Hinata,
Kageyama, Nishinoya and Tanaka are all at risk of not being allowed to go. What are they going to do?!
-- VIZ Media

Haikyu!!, Vol. 9
Shoyo Hinata is out to prove that in volleyball you don't need to be tall to fly! Ever since he saw the
legendary player known as “the Little Giant” compete at the national volleyball finals, Shoyo Hinata has
been aiming to be the best volleyball player ever! Who says you need to be tall to play volleyball when
you can jump higher than anyone else? With the game between Kamomedai and Karasuno seesawing
back and forth, Azumane is left feeling guilty and useless because his shots are being constantly
blocked. How will he get past Hirugami, who has learned how to shrug off the pressure and play using
his full ability at all times? Karasuno’s ace comes to a quiet realization and finally awakens to his true
strength!
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We Never Learn, Vol. 11
It’s the middle of the quarterfinal round of the Spring Tournament Qualifiers, and Karasuno’s captain,
Daichi Sawamura, is injured! With their most reliable player out of the game, the only one who can
replace him isChikara Ennoshita?! This volume also includes the bonus one-shot chapter “Nisekyu!!”—a
collaboration with the author of Nisekoi! -- VIZ Media

Haikyu!!, Vol. 1
"Hanako-san, Hanako-sanare you there?" At Kamome Academy, rumors abound about the school's
Seven Mysteries, one of which is Hanako-san. Said to occupy the third stall of the third floor girls'
bathroom in the old school building, Hanako-san grants any wish when summoned. Nene Yashiro, an
occult-loving high school girl who dreams of romance, ventures into this haunted bathroombut the
Hanako-san she meets there is nothing like she imagined! Kamome Academy's Hanako-sanis a boy!

Love Me, Love Me Not, Vol. 1
After the battle with the Eye of the Midnight Sun, the Wizard King suspects that there might be a traitor
among the Magic Knights. But who is it, and how can Asta help expose the crooked knight? -- VIZ
Media
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Haikyu!!, Vol. 40
Karasuno has successfully defeated Tohru Oikawa and Aoba Johsai in their practice match, but the
team’s future doesn’t look so bright. The match uncovered serious holes in Karasuno’s defense, which
would be fatal in a real game! What they need is a defense expert, a libero, to cover their holes for them.
It turns out Karasuno does have a libero named Yu Nishinoya, but he was suspended for one week for
violent behavior! And he’s even shorter than Hinata! -- VIZ Media

Again!! 3
Karasuno finally defeats their archnemesis Aoba Johsai and advances to the finals to face off against the
perennial champions Shiratorizawa! The sheer power of super ace Ushijima has them on their heels, but
Nishinoya’s determination gives Karasuno a glimmer of hope. Can Kurasano pull it together and put
Shiratorizawa on the defensive? -- VIZ Media

Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba, Vol. 6
Through the workings of the School Mystery Clock Keepers, Kamome Academy's entire student body is
covered in wrinkles!? To restore peace to the school, Hanako-kun teams up with a certain someone. Just
when they thought the case was headed to its conclusion, the secret of Hanako-kun's assistant Nene is
brought to light! What could it possibly be!?
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Banana Fish
Mob's younger brother Ritsu has been abducted by the sinister superpowered cabal, Claw! In order to
save him, Mob and Teru team up with Dimple to infiltrate the mysterious organizationin a psychic battle
that will pit middle school kids up against adults with money, resourcesand powers of their own! From
the creator of One-Punch Man!

Naruto, Vol. 43
In a world haunted by dangerous supernatural forces, there are still some problems you can't solve no
matter how much spiritual power you have. And a good thing too--because phony exorcist Reigen
Arataka doesn't have any! But that's never stopped Reigen from running a ghostbusting businessand his
new part-time office assistant is none other than Tome Kurata, a girl obsessed with the strange and
unexplained--and the schoolmate of Reigen's protégé, Shigeo Mob Kageyama. Yet whereas Mob's
incredible psychic strength resolved many a case for Reigen, Tome is as powerless as her boss! Or so
she may think at firstbut if there's one thing a master scam artist knows how to teach, it's the power of
confidence and belief!

Mob Psycho 100 Volume 5
Every time a promising villain appears, Saitama beats the snot out of ’em with one punch! Can he
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finally find an opponent who can go toe-to-toe with him and give his life some meaning? Or is he
doomed to a life of superpowered boredom? -- VIZ Media

Haikyu!!, Vol. 41
VICE CITY: NEW YORK IN THE 80s The idea that Ash Lynx would be more controllable in jail has
worked out for nobody, because in between gang rape and random assaults, Ash has not only managed
to get Eiji to carry out info to his allies in Chinatown, but he's met cellmate Max Lobo, another survivor
of his brother's unit in Vietnam. That means as soon as Ash makes bail, he's only headed for bigger
trouble. But what's more dangerous for him, confronting Papa Dino or his real father? -- VIZ Media

Black Clover, Vol. 7
"Your Name" Director Makoto Shinkai's latest movie "WEATHERING WITH YOU" will get a
complete manga version with beautiful art and delicate depictions by the up-and-coming artist Wataru
Kubota!! The summer of freshman year of high school. A boy named Hodaka runs away from his island
home and goes to Tokyo, where he spends every day in loneness. Then, in a corner of the bustling city
he meets a girl named Hina. But he soon finds out that she possesses a mysterious power. Up-andcoming artist and Afternoon Four Seasons Award winner Wataru Kubota is set to illustrate the complete
manga version of the latest film by Director Makoto Shinkai, who received international acclaim for
"Your Name"!!
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Weathering with You, Volume 1
After Rui suddenly breaks up with him, Natsuo, still unable to accept reality, runs into an enigmatic
woman. "Hey, why don't the two of us slip out of here?" A sudden breakup, and just as suddenly, a new
encounter, as Natsuo begins to walk a new forbidden path!

Defy the Worlds
The Tokyo training camp is halfway done, and Karasuno is starting to see some results from all their
extra practice. The new version of the Freak Quick just isn’t working out, however. Looking for new
ways to fight in the air, Hinata goes to Fukurodani’s ace, Kotaro Bokuto, for some help. -- VIZ Media

Kuroko’s Basketball
Johan is a cold and calculating killer with a mysterious past, and brilliant Dr. Kenzo Tenma is the only
one who can stop him! Conspiracy and serial murder open the door to a compelling, intricately woven
plot in this masterwork of suspense. Once upon a time, a monster in disguise lived in a peaceful little
town in a peaceful little valley. The monster cut all ties to evil and began helping the people of the town.
But one day, some devilish messengers came to visit. The town was suddenly enveloped in a miasma of
fear, and the people began to kill each other. The messengers had come to the town with one goal in
mind: to capture the monster named Franz Bonaparta! How can a real person become nothing more than
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fiction? By eliminating everyone who has ever known them, everyone who has ever known of their
past—by becoming the only one in the world who knows of their existence. One man attempted to do
this, trying to commit the perfect suicide. But he failed to wipe out all traces of his former life, and in
this failure, he became the nameless Monster.

Haikyu!!, Vol. 3
“A wonderful fusion of the text-heavy visual novel genre with Phoenix Wright–like murder
investigations and trials.”—IGN Having lived through the first round of judgment in the trap that is
Hope’s Peak Academy, bonds are beginning to form among the surviving students. But the evil paws of
Monokuma, the villainous bear that holds them captive, are stretched around them . . . one light, one
dark, signifying that at this school there’s only room for two kinds of students: those found
innocent—and those found guilty! * Based on the anime TV show, released in 2015 through Funimation.
* Inspired by the video game series from NIS America and now on Steam.

Toilet-bound Hanako-kun, Vol. 1
A local exorcist has passed away, leaving behind a study packed with a lifetime of important yokai
research. But his family are normal and don’t know where he’s hidden his workroom. Now all the
exorcists in the area are on the hunt for the mysterious library. But Natsume can’t decide what is more
dangerous—letting the other exorcists find the collection, or discovering it himself! -- VIZ Media
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Haikyu!!, Vol. 11
Shoyo Hinata is out to prove that in volleyball you don't need to be tall to fly! Ever since he saw the
legendary player known as “the Little Giant” compete at the national volleyball finals, Shoyo Hinata has
been aiming to be the best volleyball player ever! Who says you need to be tall to play volleyball when
you can jump higher than anyone else? Fukurodani continues to battle against Mujinazaka for a slot in
the quarterfinals. Bokuto is in the zone this game, but Akaashi struggles to keep up while setting for
him, and he is ultimately benched. At the same time, Mujinazaka’s Kiryu is out to prove once and for all
that he is better than Bokuto. Meanwhile, Karasuno gears up for its quarterfinal game against
Kamomedai. It’s Little Giant versus Little Giant…and someone unexpected finally makes an appearance
to watch this particular game!

Haikyu!!, Vol. 43
It's battles, betrayals and the bizarre as only Byrne could bring you! Watch as one of comicdom's most
recognizable talents remakes the West Coast Avengers, starting with the capture and dismantling of the
Vision! As secrets about the synthezoid come to light, the Whackos are determined to get their teammate
back, safe and sound -but what happens when the Vision they recover isn' the Vision they remember?
And most importantly, how will this shocking change affect the Vision and the Scarlet Witch'
marriageand family? COLLECTING: Avenger s West Coast 42-50
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Monster, Vol. 9
The members of the Demon Slayer Corps are sworn to destroy demons wherever they find them—but the
condition of Tanjiro’s sister, Nezuko, is a problem. What will the Hashira—the leaders of the Demon
Slayer Corps—do about Tanjiro protecting his own demonic sister? Meanwhile, Kibutsuji assembles his
own minions and intensifies his search for Tanjiro -- VIZ Media

Don'ts for Golfers
After losing his first and last volleyball match against Tobio Kageyama, “the King of the Court,” Shoyo
Hinata swears to become his rival after graduating middle school. But what happens when the guy he
wants to defeat ends up being his teammate?! -- VIZ Media

Haikyu!!, Vol. 2
Young Asta was born with no magic ability in a world where magic is everything. In order to prove his
strength and keep a promise with his friend, Asta dreams of becoming the greatest mage in the land, the
Wizard King! -- VIZ Media

Avengers West Coast
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After proving themselves to be the ultimate combination in their practice match against Kei Tsukishima,
Kageyama and Hinata are finally allowed to join the club! Hinata’s true power—to perfectly time his
spikes with his eyes closed—is awakened, and nothing can seem to stop this crazy setter-spiker duo. Now
their skills are about to be put to the test at a practice game against one of Kageyama’s former
teammates from middle school, Tohru Oikawa. -- VIZ Media

Haikyu!!
Shoyo Hinata is out to prove that in volleyball you don't need to be tall to fly! Ever since he saw the
legendary player known as “the Little Giant” compete at the national volleyball finals, Shoyo Hinata has
been aiming to be the best volleyball player ever! Who says you need to be tall to play volleyball when
you can jump higher than anyone else? It’s Little Giant versus Little Giant in the quarterfinal game
against Kamomedai, and the Little Giant of the past that both Hinata and Korai look up to is watching in
the stands! Karasuno struggles against Kamomedai’s iron-tough defense, as their blockers are just as
infamous as Date Tech’s, if not more! Will Karasuno find a way to open a hole in Kamomedai’s wall?
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